
We help our clients  
stand out for all  

the right reasons

www.winningexhibitions.com



Commercial Theatre

Winning Exhibitions & AV specialise in the design  

and delivery of high-impact Exhibition Stands 

and Corporate Events across the globe.

Our Design Team create ideas that excite and challenge;  

we simply love turning client’s brands and marketing messages  

into three-dimensional realities… commercial theatre if you like.

We have a simple strategy that underpins all that we do – we use our 

experience to deliver more than our clients’ thought possible!
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How We Get Results

Our Team combine design integrity, international experience and  

genuine personality to deliver inventive design proposals that significantly 
enhance the perception of our clients’ brands, products and services.

Our Account, Design and Project Managers,  

combined with disciplined procurement processes  

and financial controls, ensure that all of our  
projects are delivered within a highly regarded  

business protocol.

Our Team work through several stages in the  

design and implementation process which can  

be summarised as follows;

•   We work alongside clients to fully examine,  

understand and develop the project brief

•    We use our existing knowledge and investigate  

new directions in materials, technology,  

construction and design trends as appropriate

•   We visualise concepts and, where possible,  

present them personally to the Client’s Team

•   We develop concepts to an exemplary conclusion  

in terms of interpretation of brief; suitability for  

venue, budget and programme feasibility

•   We detail all drawings with client sign-offs  
as necessary

•   We act as a single point of contact - we project  

manage all the way through to on-site delivery,  

ensuring clients receive exemplary service  

and support. 
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Our Values

We’re committed to working with our clients to help them to  

achieve their commercial objectives; we encourage all of our  

Team to deliver this through the framework of our core values.

1.  Do it right: 

Deliver meaningful results, focus on 

quality, think about long-term impact, 

build relationships that last and align 

expectations.

2. Do it together:

  Value collaboration and trust 

colleagues, treat people objectively, 

fairly and with integrity, and respect 

other people’s time. 

3.  Do it for clients: 

Provide great service to clients  

and seek to understand their needs 

and commercial aspirations.

4.  Do it better: 

Drive innovation and continuous 

improvement - take what exists  

and do it better.

5.  Do it while developing others: 

Motivate others in situations  

that involve change or learning,  

empathise with others and  

match their aspirations with  

Winning Exhibitions & AV, showing 

self-awareness, a desire to learn  

and a willingness to change. 

6.  Do it with Integrity: 

Communicate effectively,  
actively share relevant information, 

promote diverse opinions and the 

timely exchange of information.
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Local Production

We have established, long-standing relationships with several strategically 

located production houses across the globe. This enables us to fabricate 

closer to your event, leading to significantly reduced transportation  
costs that helps your project budget go further.
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Collins Winning

Exhibitions offer the most exciting and dynamic 
platform for companies to engage with existing 

and potential customers, presenting a rare  

opportunity to bring brands to life.  

Our Team design bespoke Exhibition Stands that are tailored to your 

company’s budget and corporate identity. By taking the time to truly 

understand our clients’ needs and aesthetic aspirations, we deliver 

designs that help them to stand out for all the right reasons.
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Audio Visual

Winning Exhibitions is delighted to have added Audio Visual to our offer  
for SiGMA 2020. Led by our highly experienced AV Director we are well  

positioned to deliver our clients access to the latest cutting edge AV  

technology, either as part of a package that includes the design and  

delivery of your company’s exhibition stand or as a standalone service.

Our Pre-Site Process

All quotes prepared by your dedicated Project /  

Account Manager

Pre-site client meetings or calls can be attended  

if required

Pre-build with sub-contractor where possible

Facilitation of cable drawings & technical specifications

Preparation of Health & Safety Documentation (RAMS)

Equipment prepped & tested as a complete kit by 

installing Technician

Content pre-loaded & tested prior to install

Our On-Site Process

Dedicated Project/Account Manager on site for event 

duration

Daily ‘Toolbox Talks’ prior to work commencing

Continued H&S monitoring throughout the event

Dedicated technicians assigned to specific projects

Regular installation quality control

Client sign-off by responsible team member 

Exhibition Solutions

For more information or to request a quotation, please email av@winningexhibitions.com

Interactive Solutions

Indoor LED 

Screens:  

2mm – 12mm

8mm Outdoor 

LED
Digital Audio

Touchscreens

22” – 95”

Lighting – 

Generic/LED/

Kinetic

Projection/

mapping 

VR/AR

Transparent 

OLED & 

Showcases

Large Stock of 

Ipad and tablet 

devices including 

Android

Virtual Reality
Audience

Measurement

Brochure  

Request

Sensors
Social Media 

Integration
Triggers

Synchronised

Playback
Apps

Augmented 

Reality



Powered by DCE Group

DCE Group is an international exhibition 

production house providing a comprehensive 

service for Exhibitions, Retail Installations and 

Conferences. Alongside Winning Exhibitions 

& AV, we project manage all aspects of design, 

construction, transportation, installation, 

removal and storage.

DCE is built on customer relationships and we 

know that first impressions count.  At any major 
event the competition is high.  Our experience 

in creating dynamic custom built exhibition 

stands for leading international brands enables 

us to deliver our clients’ message on time, on 

budget and with impact.

DCE is proud of its reputation as a capable 

and highly responsive organisation, and we 

therefore understand the importance of 

our client’s reputation.  We know that many 

factors contribute to that, including; how our 

workforce interact with the client’s Team the 

public and stakeholders; how tidy we keep 

our sites and even what our Team wear when 

working on-site. 



Amazing Gaming ICE 2019: In Detail

Client: Tain / Amazing Gaming

Expo: ICE Totally Gaming 2019

Location: ExCel London

Size: 195sqm

Winning Exhibitions & AV was delighted to partner Amazing Gaming  

for the fourth consecutive year, to design and deliver their exhibition  

stand at ICE 2019.

Responding to their desire “to stand out from the crowd”, our Team 

designed and delivered this stunning 195sqm colour-changing booth  

that definitely helped them to get noticed for all of the right reasons!
The canopy above, integral LED lighting to fixtures and floor mounted 
LED panels were skilfully synchronised t subtly change between Amazing 

Gaming’s core corporate colours of blue and orange. The effect was  
simply breath-taking.

In addition, the stand provided a large hospitality area; private meeting 

room; Live Dealer Studio and ample back-of-house facilities to support 

their Team of 20 people.

Our delighted client commented “I never doubted Winning Exhibitions’ 

ability to successfully bring the concept to life; however, the end result 

far exceeded our expectations and significantly contributed to raising our 
profile at ICE; the positive feedback from delegates was unbelievable.”
We look forward to working with Amazing Gaming in the near future.



Portfolio

“All of our products are manufactured  

to exacting standards by our Team  

of highly skilled carpenters; the same  

carpenters will oversee the delivery of 

your project on-site, ensuring a  

meticulous attention to detail that  

will help to make your exhibition  

stand a memorable experience for  

visiting delegates.”
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To find out how we can  
help you stand out for all  

of the right reasons

Call us on...
(0)20 7100 2644

or email ideas@winningexhibitions.com

www.winningexhibitions.com

WINNING EXHIBITIONS & AV
The Brew Eagle House

163 City Road

London

EC1V 1NR


